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The Brain as a Poroelastic Medium
- Simulating pulsatile motion and flow
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This talk will focus on multiple-network 
poroelastic theory in context of the brain

The brain may have an important 
fluid pathway
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The brain may have an important 
fluid pathway

Generalized multple-network poroelastcity 

Software and solution methods Parameter robust schemes and 
preconditioners



Tissue fluid flow through the brain 
may help clearing betabolic waste

[Jon Lieff, MD]



Many fluid networks permeate 
brain tssue



Multple-Network Poroelastcity Theory 
(MPET)

Tully & Ventkos, 2011



MPET combines conservaton of 
momentum and mass

For all fluid networks a = 1,…,A



MPET combines conservaton of 
momentum and mass

For all fluid networks a = 1,…,A

Assumptions: 
- Linear Elastcity
- Fully Saturated Medium
- Quasi-statc approximaton



The Biot problem in biological 
tssue

A small region of rat cerebral cortex, 
with black areas representng 
extracellular fluid space



Extensive research on robust finite element methods 
for Biot’s equatons for all relevant parameter regimes
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Standard two-field formulaton



FEniCS enables easy translaton 
between mathematcs and code
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The dual porosity problem in 
biological tssue

Two networks: 
- Intersttal fluid
- Blood

And for a = 1,2:
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Poor approximaton (locking) easily observed 
for nearly incompressible materials
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Introducing the total pressure in 
the context of MPET

Inspired by [Lee, Mardal, Winther, 2017]:



The total pressure formulaton 
restores convergence



The total pressure formulaton yields a 
natural robust preconditoner



Future work includes coupling with 
other mechanisms

- Interaction with large vessels 
(3D-1D coupling)

- Cellular electrophysiological 
features (3D-0D coupling)



We work on solvers to handle several scales 
and parameter regimes related to the brain

- Short timescales

- Low permeabilities

- Almost incompressible materials



We work on solvers to handle several scales 
and parameter regimes related to the brain

- Short timescales

- Low permeabilities

- Almost incompressible materials

thank you
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